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william l newell presents a comprehensive analysis of rené

girard s work on the origins of culture and the depths of

human desire girard makes no claim toward a theory of

religion but he lays the groundwork for a postmodern theory

of it girard s desire concerns fallen humanity those insanely

imitating what they lacked and his use of the bible brings

back into play the idea of the holy in secular academia newell

challenges girard s interpretation of jesus s passion as non

sacrificial and he offers a close reading of girard s works on

mimetic desire scape goating and sacrifice and newell

creates breakthrough theology on jesus in the excursus girard

makes no claim to having a theory of religion but he lays the

groundwork for a postmodern theory of it and in this book

newell seeks to begin a theory of the end of the sacred and

what will be in its place the holy in english speaking countries
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francophone comic strips like hergés s les aventures de tin

tin and goscinny and uderzo s les aventures d asterix are

viewed and marketed as children s literature but in belgium

and france their respective countries of origin such strips

known as bandes dessinées are considered a genuine art

form or more specifically the ninth art but what accounts for

the drastic difference in the way such comics are received in

masters of the ninth art matthew screech explores that

difference in the reception and reputation of bandes

dessinées along with in depth looks at tin tin and asterix

screech considers other major comics artists such as jacque

tardi jean giraud and moebius assessing in the process their

role in francophone literary and artistic culture illustrated with

images from the artists discussed masters of the ninth art will

appeal to students of european popular culture literature and

graphic art through a selection of letters to friends and literary

peers dai greatcoat presents a rare insight into the life of the

poet and artist david jones and in so doing offers an

autobiographical portrait of the author in his own words the
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latest action packed adventure from our indomitable gauls

asterix and the griffin is out now the year is 50bc and all gaul

is occupied only one small village of indomitable gauls still

holds out against the invaders but how much longer can

asterix obelix and their friends resist the mighty roman

legions of julius caesar anything is possible with a little

cunning plus the druid getafix s magic potions their effects

can be truly hair raising women in frankish society is a careful

and thorough study of women and their roles in the

merovingian and carolingian periods of the middle ages

during the 5th through 9th centuries frankish society

transformed from a relatively primitive tribal structure to a

more complex hierarchical organization suzanne fonay

wemple sets out to understand the forces at work in

expanding and limiting women s sphere of activity and

influence during this time her goal is to explain the gap

between the ideals and laws on one hand and the social

reality on the other what effect did the administrative

structures and social stratification in merovingian society have
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on equality between the sexes did the emergence of the

nuclear family and enforcement of monogamy in the

carolingian era enhance or erode the power and status of

women wemple examines a wealth of primary sources such

deeds testaments formulae genealogy ecclesiastical and

secular court records letters treatises and poems in order to

reveal the enduring german roman and christian cultural

legacies in the carolingian empire she attends to women in

secular life and matters of law economy marriage and

inheritance as well as chronicling the changes to women s

experiences in religious life from the waning influence of

women in the frankish church to the rise of female asceticism

and monasticism french theorist rené girard was one of the

major thinkers of the twentieth century read by international

leaders quoted by the french media girard influenced such

writers as j m coetzee and milan kundera dubbed the new

darwin of the human sciences and one of the most

compelling thinkers of the age girard spent nearly four

decades at stanford exploring what it means to be human
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and making major contributions to philosophy literary criticism

psychology and theology with his mimetic theory this is the

first collection of interviews with girard one that brings

together discussions on cervantes dostoevsky and proust

alongside the causes of conflict and violence and the role of

imitation in human behavior granting important insights into

girard s life and thought these provocative and lively

conversations underline girard s place as leading public

intellectual and profound theorist includes entries for maps

and atlases demonstrates how rene daumal author of mount

analogue a study of hindu philosophy and poetics and the

teaching of g i gurdjieff combined with daumal s early

surrealist tendencies in determining the quality of his writing

what holds a society together what makes it dissolve and

how is a society in crisis restored these are the questions

explored in this study which brings the serek ha yahad iqs

into dialogue with mimetic theory it thus aims to shed light on

the forms of life and thought in the yahad as well as on their

underlying reason and purpose from the analysis emerges an
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image of a community that not only has a strong awareness

of the mechanisms of violence but also of its cure its

hierarchical organization and strict regulations are motivated

by a perceived dissolution of contemporary society by

subordinating personal desire to community discipline and by

establishing a system of differentiation the yahad seeks to

provide a model of how a society ought to be functioning for

those who ruled medieval society the family was the crucial

social unit made up of those from whom property and

authority were inherited and those to whom it passed one s

kin could be one s closest political and military allies or one s

fiercest enemies while the general term used to describe

family members was consanguinei mei those of my blood not

all of those relations parents siblings children distant cousins

maternal relatives paternal ancestors and so on counted as

true family in any given time place or circumstance in the

early and high middle ages the family was a very different

group than it is in modern society and the ways in which

medieval men and women conceptualized and structured the
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family unit changed markedly over time focusing on the

frankish realm between the eighth and twelfth centuries

constance brittain bouchard outlines the operative definitions

of family in this period when there existed various and flexible

ways by which individuals were or were not incorporated into

the family group even in medieval patriarchal society women

of the aristocracy who were considered outsiders by their

husbands and their husbands siblings and elders were never

completely marginalized and paradoxically represented the

very essence of family to their male children bouchard also

engages in the ongoing scholarly debate about the nobility

around the year 1000 arguing that there was no clear point of

transition from amorphous family units to agnatically

structured kindred instead she points out that great noble

families always privileged the male line of descent even if

most did not establish father son inheritance until the

eleventh or twelfth century those of my blood clarifies the

complex meanings of medieval family structure and family

consciousness and shows the many ways in which
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negotiations of power within the noble family can help explain

early medieval politics well documented summary of druidic

culture offers a detailed account of the racial history

prehistory and social atmosphere of this early gallic and

british civilization the amply illustrated text considers many

theories of the origin of druidism its temples and religious

practices and its early mention by greek and roman writers in

rené girard theology and popular culture fifteen contributors

consider how girard s mimetic theory can be used to uncover

and probe the theological depths of popular culture creative

and critical engagement with girard s theory enables the

contributors to offer fresh and exciting interpretations of

movies the devil wears prada mean girls star wars television

hoarders cobra kai classical literature and graphic novels and

issues ranging from anorexia to social media the result is a

volume that establishes girard as an innovative interpreter of

culture and shows him as an invaluable guide for

theologically reflecting on desire violence redemption and

forgiveness written in fresh and lively prose the contributors
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demonstrate not only that girard provides a powerful lens

through which to view culture but also and more provocatively

challenge readers to consider what popular culture reveals

about them readers looking for an accessible introduction to

mimetic theory and exploring its theological application will

find this a welcome resource collection of incunabula and

early medical prints in the library of the surgeon general s

office u s army ser 3 v 10 p 1415 1436 this encyclopedia

covers the entirety of the celtic world both through time and

across geography although emphasizing the areas where

celtic languages and traditions survive into the present the

work does not slight the reaches of the celtic empire which

was the largest language and cultural group on earth prior to

the rise of rome in some 1 500 articles many representing

original research by the finest celtic scholars the work covers

the celts from prehistory to the present giving comprehensive

treatment to all topics from myth to music religion to rulers

literature to language government to games and all topics in

between the artists of the world is a unique register of artists
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of all kinds from all periods of history and all regions of the

world more than 500 000 artists are included in this 10

volume reference work occupation descriptions are in english

but the dictionary also contains a five language thesaurus

when adrenalin the rebellious daughter of the great gaulish

chieftain vercingétorix arrives at their village asterix and

obelix are tasked with protecting her from the romans chasing

her this is easier said than done though as adrenalin is

desperate to escape follow our favourite heroes as they try

and reach adrenalin before the romans do with trademark

jokes and chaotic fight scenes the latest instalment in this

best selling series is sure to entertain new and old fans alike

a fascinating new account of britain s uneasy relationship

with the european continent since the end of the second

world war set against the backdrop of decolonization the cold

war and the anglo american relationship benjamin grob

fitzgibbon charts britain s evolution from an island of imperial

europeans to one of post imperial eurosceptics this cultural

history of early medieval travel and religion reveals how
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movement affected society demonstrating the connectedness

of people and regions between 500 and 850 ce in the

charisma of distant places courtney luckhardt enriches our

understanding of migration through her examination of

religious movement vertical links to god and horizontal links

to distant regions identified religious travelers both men and

women as holy connected to the human and the divine

across physical and spiritual distances using textual sources

material culture and place studies this project is among the

first to contextualize the geographic and temporal movement

of early medieval people to reveal the diversity of religious

travel from the voluntary journeys of pilgrims to the forced

travel of christian slaves luckhardt offers new ways of

understanding ideas about power holiness identity and

mobility during the transformation of the roman world in the

global middle ages by focusing on the religious dimensions of

early medieval people and the regions they visited this book

addresses probing questions including how and why medieval

people communicated and connected with one another
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across boundaries both geographical and imaginative this

work is the only comprehensive guide to sequels in english

with over 84 000 works by 12 500 authors in 17 000

sequences shows how revolutionary france s war for liberty in

the rhineland was transformed into a war for conquest
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Desire in René Girard and Jesus

2012-03-22

william l newell presents a comprehensive analysis of rené

girard s work on the origins of culture and the depths of

human desire girard makes no claim toward a theory of

religion but he lays the groundwork for a postmodern theory

of it girard s desire concerns fallen humanity those insanely

imitating what they lacked and his use of the bible brings

back into play the idea of the holy in secular academia newell

challenges girard s interpretation of jesus s passion as non

sacrificial and he offers a close reading of girard s works on

mimetic desire scape goating and sacrifice and newell

creates breakthrough theology on jesus in the excursus girard

makes no claim to having a theory of religion but he lays the

groundwork for a postmodern theory of it and in this book

newell seeks to begin a theory of the end of the sacred and

what will be in its place the holy
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Masters of the Ninth Art

2005-01-01

in english speaking countries francophone comic strips like

hergés s les aventures de tin tin and goscinny and uderzo s

les aventures d asterix are viewed and marketed as children

s literature but in belgium and france their respective

countries of origin such strips known as bandes dessinées

are considered a genuine art form or more specifically the

ninth art but what accounts for the drastic difference in the

way such comics are received in masters of the ninth art

matthew screech explores that difference in the reception and

reputation of bandes dessinées along with in depth looks at

tin tin and asterix screech considers other major comics

artists such as jacque tardi jean giraud and moebius

assessing in the process their role in francophone literary and

artistic culture illustrated with images from the artists

discussed masters of the ninth art will appeal to students of

european popular culture literature and graphic art
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King René D'Anjou and His Seven Queens

1847

through a selection of letters to friends and literary peers dai

greatcoat presents a rare insight into the life of the poet and

artist david jones and in so doing offers an autobiographical

portrait of the author in his own words

Dai Greatcoat

2015-07-23

the latest action packed adventure from our indomitable gauls

asterix and the griffin is out now the year is 50bc and all gaul

is occupied only one small village of indomitable gauls still

holds out against the invaders but how much longer can

asterix obelix and their friends resist the mighty roman

legions of julius caesar anything is possible with a little

cunning plus the druid getafix s magic potions their effects

can be truly hair raising
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Asterix The Gaul

2014-01-02

women in frankish society is a careful and thorough study of

women and their roles in the merovingian and carolingian

periods of the middle ages during the 5th through 9th

centuries frankish society transformed from a relatively

primitive tribal structure to a more complex hierarchical

organization suzanne fonay wemple sets out to understand

the forces at work in expanding and limiting women s sphere

of activity and influence during this time her goal is to explain

the gap between the ideals and laws on one hand and the

social reality on the other what effect did the administrative

structures and social stratification in merovingian society have

on equality between the sexes did the emergence of the

nuclear family and enforcement of monogamy in the

carolingian era enhance or erode the power and status of

women wemple examines a wealth of primary sources such

deeds testaments formulae genealogy ecclesiastical and
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secular court records letters treatises and poems in order to

reveal the enduring german roman and christian cultural

legacies in the carolingian empire she attends to women in

secular life and matters of law economy marriage and

inheritance as well as chronicling the changes to women s

experiences in religious life from the waning influence of

women in the frankish church to the rise of female asceticism

and monasticism

Women in Frankish Society

2015-12-16

french theorist rené girard was one of the major thinkers of

the twentieth century read by international leaders quoted by

the french media girard influenced such writers as j m

coetzee and milan kundera dubbed the new darwin of the

human sciences and one of the most compelling thinkers of

the age girard spent nearly four decades at stanford exploring

what it means to be human and making major contributions
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to philosophy literary criticism psychology and theology with

his mimetic theory this is the first collection of interviews with

girard one that brings together discussions on cervantes

dostoevsky and proust alongside the causes of conflict and

violence and the role of imitation in human behavior granting

important insights into girard s life and thought these

provocative and lively conversations underline girard s place

as leading public intellectual and profound theorist

Conversations with René Girard

2020-05-14

includes entries for maps and atlases

National Union Catalog

1973

demonstrates how rene daumal author of mount analogue a

study of hindu philosophy and poetics and the teaching of g i
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gurdjieff combined with daumal s early surrealist tendencies

in determining the quality of his writing

René Daumal

1999-02-25

what holds a society together what makes it dissolve and

how is a society in crisis restored these are the questions

explored in this study which brings the serek ha yahad iqs

into dialogue with mimetic theory it thus aims to shed light on

the forms of life and thought in the yahad as well as on their

underlying reason and purpose from the analysis emerges an

image of a community that not only has a strong awareness

of the mechanisms of violence but also of its cure its

hierarchical organization and strict regulations are motivated

by a perceived dissolution of contemporary society by

subordinating personal desire to community discipline and by

establishing a system of differentiation the yahad seeks to

provide a model of how a society ought to be functioning
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Serek ha-Yaḥad (1QS) in Dialogue with

Mimetic Theory

2024-02-12

for those who ruled medieval society the family was the

crucial social unit made up of those from whom property and

authority were inherited and those to whom it passed one s

kin could be one s closest political and military allies or one s

fiercest enemies while the general term used to describe

family members was consanguinei mei those of my blood not

all of those relations parents siblings children distant cousins

maternal relatives paternal ancestors and so on counted as

true family in any given time place or circumstance in the

early and high middle ages the family was a very different

group than it is in modern society and the ways in which

medieval men and women conceptualized and structured the

family unit changed markedly over time focusing on the

frankish realm between the eighth and twelfth centuries
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constance brittain bouchard outlines the operative definitions

of family in this period when there existed various and flexible

ways by which individuals were or were not incorporated into

the family group even in medieval patriarchal society women

of the aristocracy who were considered outsiders by their

husbands and their husbands siblings and elders were never

completely marginalized and paradoxically represented the

very essence of family to their male children bouchard also

engages in the ongoing scholarly debate about the nobility

around the year 1000 arguing that there was no clear point of

transition from amorphous family units to agnatically

structured kindred instead she points out that great noble

families always privileged the male line of descent even if

most did not establish father son inheritance until the

eleventh or twelfth century those of my blood clarifies the

complex meanings of medieval family structure and family

consciousness and shows the many ways in which

negotiations of power within the noble family can help explain

early medieval politics
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Oeuvres complètes de M. le Vicomte de

Chateaubriand: Atala. René. Le dernier

abencerage. Poésies

1835

well documented summary of druidic culture offers a detailed

account of the racial history prehistory and social atmosphere

of this early gallic and british civilization the amply illustrated

text considers many theories of the origin of druidism its

temples and religious practices and its early mention by

greek and roman writers

A New Abridgement of Ainsworth's

Dictionary, English and Latin ...

1831

in rené girard theology and popular culture fifteen contributors
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consider how girard s mimetic theory can be used to uncover

and probe the theological depths of popular culture creative

and critical engagement with girard s theory enables the

contributors to offer fresh and exciting interpretations of

movies the devil wears prada mean girls star wars television

hoarders cobra kai classical literature and graphic novels and

issues ranging from anorexia to social media the result is a

volume that establishes girard as an innovative interpreter of

culture and shows him as an invaluable guide for

theologically reflecting on desire violence redemption and

forgiveness written in fresh and lively prose the contributors

demonstrate not only that girard provides a powerful lens

through which to view culture but also and more provocatively

challenge readers to consider what popular culture reveals

about them readers looking for an accessible introduction to

mimetic theory and exploring its theological application will

find this a welcome resource
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A New Abridgment of Ainsworth's

Dictionary, English and Latin

1859

collection of incunabula and early medical prints in the library

of the surgeon general s office u s army ser 3 v 10 p 1415

1436

Those of My Blood

2010-11-24

this encyclopedia covers the entirety of the celtic world both

through time and across geography although emphasizing the

areas where celtic languages and traditions survive into the

present the work does not slight the reaches of the celtic

empire which was the largest language and cultural group on

earth prior to the rise of rome in some 1 500 articles many

representing original research by the finest celtic scholars the
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work covers the celts from prehistory to the present giving

comprehensive treatment to all topics from myth to music

religion to rulers literature to language government to games

and all topics in between

Books in Print

1994

the artists of the world is a unique register of artists of all

kinds from all periods of history and all regions of the world

more than 500 000 artists are included in this 10 volume

reference work occupation descriptions are in english but the

dictionary also contains a five language thesaurus

A New Abridgment of Ainsworth's

Dictionary

1841

when adrenalin the rebellious daughter of the great gaulish
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chieftain vercingétorix arrives at their village asterix and

obelix are tasked with protecting her from the romans chasing

her this is easier said than done though as adrenalin is

desperate to escape follow our favourite heroes as they try

and reach adrenalin before the romans do with trademark

jokes and chaotic fight scenes the latest instalment in this

best selling series is sure to entertain new and old fans alike

Druids and Druidism

2003-01-01

a fascinating new account of britain s uneasy relationship

with the european continent since the end of the second

world war set against the backdrop of decolonization the cold

war and the anglo american relationship benjamin grob

fitzgibbon charts britain s evolution from an island of imperial

europeans to one of post imperial eurosceptics
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René Girard, Theology, and Pop Culture

2021-08-10

this cultural history of early medieval travel and religion

reveals how movement affected society demonstrating the

connectedness of people and regions between 500 and 850

ce in the charisma of distant places courtney luckhardt

enriches our understanding of migration through her

examination of religious movement vertical links to god and

horizontal links to distant regions identified religious travelers

both men and women as holy connected to the human and

the divine across physical and spiritual distances using

textual sources material culture and place studies this project

is among the first to contextualize the geographic and

temporal movement of early medieval people to reveal the

diversity of religious travel from the voluntary journeys of

pilgrims to the forced travel of christian slaves luckhardt offers

new ways of understanding ideas about power holiness

identity and mobility during the transformation of the roman
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world in the global middle ages by focusing on the religious

dimensions of early medieval people and the regions they

visited this book addresses probing questions including how

and why medieval people communicated and connected with

one another across boundaries both geographical and

imaginative

Atala. René. Les aventures du dernier

Abencerrage. Mélanges littéraires. Genie

du Christianisme. Mélanges et poesies.-

t.2. Les Natchez. Les martyrs.- t.3.

Itinéraire de Paris à Jérusalem et de

Jérusalem à Paris. Voyages en Amérique,

en Italie et en France.- t.4. Mélanges
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politiques. Réflexions politiques.

Polémique. De la liberté de la presse.

Opinoins et discours.- t.5. Essai sur les

révolutions. Mélanges historiques

1829

this work is the only comprehensive guide to sequels in

english with over 84 000 works by 12 500 authors in 17 000

sequences

Index-catalogue of the Library of the

Surgeon-General's Office, United States

Army

1925

shows how revolutionary france s war for liberty in the
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rhineland was transformed into a war for conquest

Nouveau Traité De Diplomatique, Où L'On

Examine Les Fondemens De Cet Art

1750

Author-title Catalog

1963

Velo News

2005

A New Abridgement of Ainsworth's
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Dictionary

1844

The Publishers' Trade List Annual

1985

Celtic Culture

2005-12-16

Atala ; René ; Le dernier Abencérage

1834
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Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon Bio-

bibliographischer Index A-Z

2000

Asterix and The Chieftain's Daughter

2019-10-24

Graphis

1988

The Penny Cyclopædia of the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge

1839
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Continental Drift

2016-05-26

The Charisma of Distant Places

2019-07-15

The Whole Story

1996

Revolutionary France's War of Conquest

in the Rhineland

2019-02-06
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Children's Books in Print

1987

Der Schutz der Familie in der

französischen Zwangsvollstreckung

1996

The National Union Catalogs, 1963-

1964

Children's Books in Print, 2007

2006
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Index of Patents Issued from the United

States Patent Office

1973
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